
Hallowee� Look�
wit� My�th�!
Thank you for joining me in creating these 2
super fun, pretty, pastel, creepy Halloween
looks, on my sister in law, Maria!
I have been doing face painting and makeup
professionally since I was 13 years old, and
my absolute favorite thing to paint is pretty,
magical fantasy designs with a hint of
darkness.
In this video I will first be showing you a  very
pretty Halloween makeup look, including a
Halloween scene with pastel colours.
Then we will be adding more paint and colour
to the face, and I’ll show you how to change
ANY person’s face to make them look creepy!

1. First step! I’m using the BODYFX face
paint pastel palette and starting off
with white. Using a  sponge I'm laying
down my white colour, which is going
to  be my moon. Once the white paint
is dry, I’ll powder it  off using some Ben
Nye Super White powder (optional).

2. To make life easier… I’ve cut out a
circle of sticker/label paper and I’m
placing that  on top of my white moon.
This way I can paint my background
over the moon and get a  nice crisp
white circle, without having to paint a
circle or remove any colour.



3. Using my BODYFX Pastel Palette I’m
laying down a gradient of different
pastel colours.  Pastel colours are
always very easy to blend together as
they’re less pigmented.

4. To get a bit more of a “halloweeny”
vibe, I’m also adding some TAG
orange and purple, this helps the
colours pop a little more too. I also
added a little extra colour directly next
to my moon.

5. Using a sponge and purple and white,
I’ve added some rough clouds to give
my sky some more detail and texture. I
now have also removed my
sticker/label paper. Look at that crisp
moon!

6. To give  my moon some more texture
I’m using the  BODYFX Halloween
stencil.

7. Now it’s  time to add our silhouettes in
front of the sky!  Using BODYFX  Face
Paint Black, I’m outlining my crooked
house silhouette, and leaving out all
the doors and windows.

8. Once I’m happy with the shape of the
house, I’m outlining where I would like
to add ground. This can  be a rough
outline, so that you  get a ground like
texture. Also we’re going to be adding
more shapes to it!



9. Fill in with black underneath your
ground line.

10. Using a fine liner brush  I’m adding
some grass and using a #6 filbert, I’m
adding some grave stones and
crosses. Remember these don't need

11. to be detailed! Just a simple silhouette
is fine. I’m also adding some crooked
trees to both sides of the scenery, this
adds a nice frame or border around
the design.

12. Finish it off by adding some bats (I
used the BODYFX halloween stencil
for this again), and add some yellow or
orange to your doors and windows!



13. Time to add some makeup to my
design. I love using face paint as a
base to my makeup. So first I’m using
some of the pastel green and pastel
purple from my Face Paint palette and
creating a nice gradient over the whole
eyelid. To bring some of the orange
back, I’ve created an orange contour
under the cheekbones and into the
temples. Next using some darker
purple eyeshadow, I’ve softly filled in
the  eye crease to  give  it  a bit more
depth.

14. Then using black face paint I’ve
created a bat wing eyeliner. First start
with a long winged liner, then add
some bat wing points underneath it
and fill it in!

15. Next I’m adding some big false lashes
and some lippy of course! Maria is
already wearing contact lenses, as it’s
good to have these in before you start
any makeup.



This is the finished “pretty”
Halloween makeup! Now
let’s move on to CREEPY!



1. I’m keeping on the initial pretty
makeup, as we can incorporate this in
our creepy design! Time to add some
colour! Using the same palette I’m first
adding some purple on to the forehead
and jawline, and I’ve also added some
extra orange onto the cheek bones
and middle of the forehead. This
design is going to be creepy, but I also
want it to be super colourful!

2. Now I’ve carefully filled in around the
eye area with a pastel blue. I’m going
to bring half of her eyebrows up into
more of high arched brow, so I’m also
adding a little extra colour to the end of
her brows to fade them in. For some
eyebrows you may need to do a half
brow block. I normally do this with a
glue stick, but Maria’s eyebrows are
nice and thin, so we don't need to this
time.

3. I’ve now filled in the rest of her skin
with a pastel green, and also added a
little extra purple underneath the eyes,
so that I can create some darker under
eye circles.



4. Maria has really nice soft skin, so the
gradient of colours looks really clean
and perfect. For a creepy look, you
want to add some more texture and
detail to the skin. So I’m adding some
“spattering”. This is done by using a
chip brush, which you can buy from
any art store.

When you buy one the bristles are
very long, so you need to cut them
short. Then using a very wet face paint
you can use your finger to “flick” the
paint onto the skin to get some more
texture.

5. Now that we have some texture we
need to start adding in our shading. To
make a face look ugly, there are some
key lines that you need to add. These
lines are frequently used in aging
makeup techniques.
Also it’s good to think about the
model’s skull…. Where are the bones
of the face? You can touch your
models face to make sure you’re
matching their bone structure. Like
around the eye sockets, cheekbones
and temple.



6. So I’m staring with the eye sockets.
Using a dark purple eye shadow, I’m
mapping out where the brow bone sits,
above the eyelid. Also deepening the
inner corner of the eye and adding a
frown line that loops around the
eyebrow. Then again from the inner
corner of the eye, creating a circular
shape underneath the eye, to create
an eye bag. Adding a little shadow that
comes back in from the outer corner
helps with this illusion. Don’t connect
the 2 shadows.

7. Next I’m adding some contouring
using a dark purple face paint that I’ve
created by mixing red and dark blue
TAG. Adding depth into the temples as
well as underneath the cheekbones.
Also adding a slight shadow around
the  frontal bone of the forehead, as
well as strengthening the nasolabial
fold line from the nostril towards the
mouth.

8. I’ve repeated all this on the other side
of the face and added some more
frown lines on the nose. Now I’m
adding some more shading around the
mouth to get a more down turned
grumpy look. It’s good to map  our all
of your shadows with powders or
eyeshadows first, as it’s easier to
remove if you’ve made a mistake. Also
you immediately get some good
contouring and shading  around your
linework.



9. Now that I have all of my shadows
mapped out on the face, It’s time to
add some line work. For this I am
using a #4 round brush and a dark
purple mixed face paint. I mix all of my
paints up and try to avoid using
straight black for my wrinkles. I’m
following my already mapped out
shadows and adding some more depth
to my eye bags and frown lines.

10. Next I’m adding some thicker lines
around the deepest parts of the face.
Again thinking about the skull
shape...under the cheekbones, in the
temple. I’ve also added more depth to
the nasolabial fold lines and added a
small semi circle on  each nostril, to
give a “flared” effect. Now we’re
almost done!

11. For the final touches, I’m adding some
bright highlights using BODYFX Face
Paint White. These look great in the
centre of  the eye  bags and eye lid to
give a shiny effect. Also adding some
brows with a dark brown face paint. If
you’re using a wig, make sure you use
the same colour to match the brows!
Also added some BODYFX grey liquid
lippy, as the pink was a bit too sweet
for this look!



Here we have the finished CREEPY
halloween look!
You can literally create ANY
scary character using the same
contouring and line work, and as

long as you follow the shape of your
model’s face, they’ll look creepy!
Also who said you can’t use pastel
colours for scary characters?? :)



PRODUCTS USED:

BODYFX FACE PAINT :
UV Pastel Palette
White
Black

BODYFX BRUSHES:
#4 round - most line work
#6 filbert - tombstones
#1 fineliner - grass
⅜ angle brush - for house silhouette
#6 round - trees
¾ Flat  - filling in ground silhouette
Eyeshadow brush for shading

Morphe James Charles Eyeshadow
palette

Halloween stencil by BODYFX
Twilight one day contact lenses
Modelrock Magnetic Lashes


